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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
For a number of years, Old Mutual Multi-Managers (OMMM) has been on a journey of
improving our responsible investment practices. Deciding on four key areas to target
has focused our engagement with managers. In the 2019 financial year, we added
climate change to our conversations with our managers regarding their integration of
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations into investment decisions.
The managers have largely improved their focus from purely governance-based to
including social and environmental factors. Generally, there is a more thoughtful approach
to grappling with the complex issues around sustainability.
Proxy voting is beginning to see management having to engage shareholders regarding
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issues such as remuneration more frequently.
While change on issues such as climate change have been slow, we believe this will
gain momentum as managers have started applying themselves to finding traction
on this issue.
Transformation, locally, has improved, but gender diversity is still lagging.
Hiring practices across bigger companies shows a greater commitment to transformation,
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and we will continue to engage smaller managers on training and employing black
professionals.
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OUR APPROACH
TO SUSTAINABILITY
AND RESPONSIBLE
INVESTING
At OMMM, we recognise that our

term value. We appoint asset managers

underlying sustainability as a business

to manage multi-asset and single

rests on our ability to deliver ongoing

asset class portfolios on our behalf

real returns for our clients, ultimately

and monitor their incorporation of

PROMOTE A LONGTERM FOCUS IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF
COMPANIES

providing them with the means

responsible investing and sustainability

We expect our managers, in their

to achieve a secure retirement. A

considerations in the way they manage

interactions with companies and boards,

key component of such business

money.

to promote a long-term focus and

sustainable business practices and a

based approach to implementing ESG

strategic plans are for managing these

long-term focus in companies include:

practices. We believe in substance over

risks. Integrating ESG criteria into the

the appointment of directors; assessing

form, and prioritise a focus on driving

process ensures that all these aspects

independence of boards; remuneration

change where required. Clearly this

are considered when evaluating an

structures; and environmental impacts.

must be done within a framework that

investment in an asset or security.

In the South African context, we also

promotes a long-term and sustainable

believe that the promotion of broad

focus.

transformation of asset management

ACTIVE OWNERSHIP
We expect our asset managers to

INTEGRATE OWNERSHIP
AND ESG PRACTICES
INTO THE INVESTMENT
PROCESS

actively engage with companies

Asset managers must demonstrate

the ultimate aim of improving and

APPLY JUDGEMENT

how they integrate ESG factors into

sustaining the returns of the investment

strategic intent in the management

While industry standards provide

the research process. We believe ESG

over the long term. We outsource the

of these companies. We prefer the

guidance on how to promote

analysis is part of understanding the

voting of proxies to our managers, and

pursuit of long-term value creation by

responsible investing practices, we

risk and return dynamics of a company

expect them to vote proxies in a manner

companies over the pursuit of short-

specif ically expect our managers

and should therefore be part of the

aligned to our, and their, responsible

term profitability. Asset managers

to apply their minds and exercise

overall analysis and research process.

investing guidelines and policies. Where

must demonstrate active ownership

judgement when deciding on issues

Promoting a long-term focus in the

necessary, we believe collaboration

Our approach to responsible investment

in their engagement with companies

such as the independence of boards

management of a company requires a

between managers (within regulatory

As stewards of our clients’ capital we

and the integration of sustainability

and in the manner in which they vote

and fair remuneration policies. We

thorough understanding of the industry

constraints) may be required to promote

are responsible for ensuring their assets

considerations is based on the following

proxies. Some of the key areas in which

prefer an assessment of each company’s

within which it operates, the risks it faces

the above principles.

are managed in ways that create long-

main principles:

we expect our managers to promote

fundamentals, rather than a rules-

from an ESG perspective and what the

sustainability is the incorporation of

We uphold the following ownership and

responsible investment and sustainable

responsible investing principles and

business practices that drive both long-

engage with our managers to ensure

term growth and manage risk in our

that they do the same when investing

portfolios, with resulting real financial

on behalf of our clients.

benefits to clients.
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firms, as well as the companies and
securities in which they invest, is critically
important to creating an environment
for sustainable growth.

to effect changes that promote
better governance as well as social
and environmental practices, with
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OUR
JOURNEY

I

better. Given the actions of certain management teams

Another key area where we aim to have an influence is in

that have destroyed shareholder value in the local market in

working with our partners to escalate transformation within

the past, governance issues clearly remain very important.

the industry. We implemented a Transformation Policy in

We continue to enhance the incorporation of sustainable
development thinking into our investment process. Our
biggest impact is in engaging with managers. In selecting
managers both locally and globally, as well as across asset

five areas:
1.

Improving the transformation of our team

2. Leveraging transformation at asset management
companies

n recent years, we have applied our minds to what

classes, we get exposure to different approaches and ways

it means to be a responsible investor, and how to

of applying ESG factors in the analysis of investments. In

incorporate environmental, social and governance

many ways, global fund managers are ahead of us in this

(ESG) factors into our investment process, with the

journey, and our interactions with certain of our offshore

4. Investing with black-owned managers

ultimate goal of generating sustainable returns

managers have given us valuable insights into best practices

5. Promoting responsible investing

over time. Asset managers have been incorporating

in driving sustainability.

risks, which include risks of an ESG nature, in their
research for many years, albeit to varying degrees.
This is generally seen as an important part of good
analysis and risk management. With that in mind,

3. Actively engaging with B-BBEE asset management
companies

We have made steady progress on all these key areas. We

We see our role as leveraging this knowledge over time and

increased the exposure to black-owned managers in our

challenging managers to think more broadly and deeply

funds at the end of 2017, and we have continued to increase

on these issues.

this exposure over the last three years. This has been done
across our client portfolios and is not just confined to

we have focused our attention on determining how,

While we don’t directly interact with company management

if at all, this ‘new’ ESG imperative is any different and,

or bond issuers, we believe we can, and do, have an impact

more importantly, how we might be able to leverage

by asking questions and prompting reflection amongst our

it to make a tangible and lasting difference to our

appointed managers. In this way we aim to raise the bar on

investors and society as a whole. Importantly, this

the issues we are targeting.

ambition with our smaller asset managers, where we have

ensure that we have impact and influence beyond

In terms of the companies in which we invest, it is our firm

businesses.

merely monitoring, or “policing” our managers’

belief that active engagement is far more effective than

processes and ESG integration.

divestment in bringing about change. From an investment

Transforming ourselves has been an exciting journey. We

perspective, companies that are improving their ESG metrics,

have added new team members, and importantly also

and in the process becoming more innovative and reducing

invested in our existing team, offering new opportunities and

their risks, can potentially deliver better returns as the ratings

developmental pathways. The last prong of our transformation

and perceptions of the company improve. We therefore

policy is responsible investment and that is covered in detail

don’t generally support negative screening of companies,

in this document.

contemplation included how we as OMMM could

One of the things that is patently clear is that ESG
integration has to be much more than just a “box
ticking” exercise. Many of the issues are complex and
we regularly see how differently our managers vote
on certain proxies due to their unique perceptions,
focus areas and judgement calls. There is also the
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2017 that seeks to promote transformation in the following

particularly in South Africa where the market is concentrated.

bespoke solutions. We have also built bespoke black-owned
manager solutions across the asset class spectrum. We have
also enjoyed some success in leveraging our transformation
seen black individuals employed and promoted within their

As a multi-manager we select managers, not individual

question of which key issues we, as OMMM, should

By honing in primarily on the four factors of remuneration,

securities. An important part of our job will thus remain the

be focusing on to promote sustainable investing.

board representation, climate change and transformation,
we are able to focus our conversations with managers. These

monitoring of our underlying managers, as will including ESG

Environmental issues are typically front of mind,
as are key social issues such as transformation in

factors have become standing agenda items at each of our

order to deliver greater inclusion, representation

report-backs and we will be in a position to provide more

Our goal is to continually enhance our impact and incorporate

and diversity. Locally and globally there is a growing

detailed feedback on the effectiveness of this approach in

what we learn along the way into our ongoing promotion

consensus that more diverse companies perform

next year’s report.

of sustainable investing.

as part of our due diligence approach to manager selection.
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HOW WE AIM
TO HAVE AN
IMPACT
As a multi-manager, we do not consider

Transformation - Even after nearly

it our role to dictate how our managers

30 years of democracy, the South African

must implement a responsible investing

economy and business landscape still

approach. However, before we appoint

do not adequately reflect the people of

a manager, we assess that manager’s

this country. Promoting transformation

approach to responsible investing and

within the investment industry, as well

look at how ESG factors are integrated

as within the underlying businesses in

into the investment process. A credible

which we invest, is critically important for

process is a precursor to investment.

the sustainable growth of our economy.

Once a manager is appointed we see

For our offshore asset managers, we

our role as two-fold:

look at transformation from a diversity

1.

Holding our managers to account

perspective, assessing the degree to

in terms of the principles outlined

which our managers have promoted

above; and

diversity within their investment teams.

2. Intentionally driving change through

Environment - Lastly, while most

factors we choose to influence.

people acknowledge the importance

The factors we have chosen to focus
on in the near term are remuneration,
board representation, transformation
and the environment.
Remuneration - We believe remuneration
structures are a key component of
a long-term approach to managing
investments.

been done to move the needle in terms

TRANSFORMATION

of global emissions. In South Africa we
have tended to focus on governance

a framework for dealing with climate

TRANSFORMATION, GRADUATE
PROGRAMMES & SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

change in the South African context.

Our managers have continued to make strides in not only

within an ESG framework, but it is
important that we, as investors, develop

Encouragingly, and with a bit of pressure from our side,
a growing number of our smaller managers now run
training programmes with the aim of boosting diversity and
transformation within their investments teams.

transforming their businesses, but also investing in initiatives

Board representation - Independent,

Managers have set organisational targets, based on gaps that

aimed at overcoming economic disparities and inequalities

currently exist in their organisational structures, which range

diverse and competent boards promote

in our society.

from further broadening ownership across staff, increasing

strong governance and are also an
important source of vital strategic
support.
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of addressing climate change, little has

Given the proven success of graduate programmes over the
years, and the key contribution these programmes have made
to growing the skills base and transforming the industry, this

the number of previously disadvantaged employees at middle
and senior management levels, and improving the gender
balance in investment teams and board of trustees.

remains a key focus area for our managers. It also compliments

We have enhanced the mechanisms in place to monitor

their firm belief in the value and importance or grooming

progress made and to promote transparency, and are pleased

their own talent.

with the steady improvement made by most of our managers,
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while we continue to engage the rest to commit to measurable

Most boards (excluding the smaller boutique hedge funds firms) have improved the inclusion of black men and women on

targets.

company boards. Black women, and women more broadly, only make up about a quarter of board seats.

We have, however, noted a sense of discouragement from some,

INVESTMENT TEAM HIRES IN 2019

due to the varied degrees of success in retaining graduates

INVESTMENT TEAM

after they successfully complete the training programme.
Despite this, all our managers remain committed to growing
the pool of skilled investment professionals for the greater
good of the industry. These skills development initiatives
and programmes also extend to the broader community
in various forms, including support via study bursaries and
scholarships, maths and financial literacy education, small scale
black farmer projects, and school gardening programmes.
The series of graphs below give an indication of the level of
transformation happening within the asset management
companies we partner with.

TOTAL EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATION
Black

Black female

Female

BLACK FEMALE

FEMALE

Allan Gray

3

67%

33%

67%

Bateleur

2

0%

0%

0%

Catalyst

1

0%

0%

0%

Coronation

2

50%

0%

0%

Futuregrowth

7

71%

29%

43%

Laurium

3

33%

0%

0%

Mazi

3

67%

33%

33%

Ninety One

11

73%

27%

36%

Nitrogen

1

0%

0%

0%

OMIG

12

92%

33%

42%

Prescient

5

80%

40%

40%

Prudential

3

33%

0%

0%

Rudiarius

1

100%

100%

100%

Sentio

2

100%

50%

50%

Sesfikile

0

SIM

10

Steyn

0

No Hires

No Hires
70%

20%

20%

No Hires

key avenues to increase transformation within businesses and the industry. There is still relatively slow recruitment of women

Steyn

SIM*

Sesﬁkile

Sentio

Rudiarius

Prudential

Prescient

OMIG

Nitrogen

Ninety One

Mazi

Laurium

Futuregrowth

Coronation

Catalyst

Bateleur

Allan Gray

within the industry.

INVESTMENT TEAM REPRESENTATION
LEADERSHIP (EG CIO, HEADS OF
RESEARCH)
MANAGER

Transformation at company level has improved, with women making up just over 40% of the average manager’s workforce
and black women 30%. We will monitor how these stats improve annually.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Black

Black female

Female

BLACK FEMALE

36ONE

0%

0%

0%

Allan Gray

0%

0%

10%

Bateleur

0%

0%

0%

Catalyst

0%

0%

Coronation

50%

0%

Futuregrowth

50%

30%

Laurium

SIM

Sesﬁkile

Sentio

Rudiarius

Prudential

Prescient

OMIG

Ninety One

Mazi

Futuregrowth

Coronation

BLACK

BLACK FEMALE

ANALYSTS
BLACK

BLACK FEMALE

0%

13%

13%

10%

62%

15%

0%

25%

0%

100%

0%

100%

50%

30%

10%

38%

8%

44%

33%

89%

39%

0%

0%

17%

0%

50%

0%

100%

0%

86%

0%

91%

64%

17%

17%

32%

14%

52%

16%

Nitrogen

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

OMIG

22%

0%

38%

13%

72%

29%

Prescient

56%

17%

60%

13%

64%

36%

Prudential

0%

0%

27%

0%

45%

31%

Rudiarius

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

100%

Sentio

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

50%

Sesfikile

100%

0%

33%

0%

100%

0%

SIM

55%

18%

55%

9%

80%

30%

Steyn

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Ninety One

Catalyst

PORTFOLIO MANAGERS

BLACK

Mazi

Allan Gray
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BLACK

0

Encouragingly, where new staff have been hired over the past year, the majority of hires have been black. This is one of the

36One

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

NEW HIRES IN 2019

36One
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Not all asset managers have the same

The weighted average B-BBEE score across our managers is Level 2. The above

structure, with most having just portfolio

scores reflect 2019 ratings. Some of the above scores have improved in 2020.

MANAGER B-BBEE RATINGS
MANAGERS

1

Catalyst

1

Mazi

1

Prescient

1

Sentio

2

Ninety One

2

Futuregrowth

2

Coronation

2

SIM

2

OMIG

2

Allan Gray

3

Prudential

3
4

Steyn

N/A

Bateleur

N/A

36One

N/A

Laurium

N/A

Nitrogen

N/A

Weighted Ave Score
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of driving change over the next year. It is pleasing to note, that the most recent responses of our managers indicate that they
broadly align with OMMM’s key focus areas. Their responses are summarised in the table below:
1.
2.
3.

Steyn

SIM*

Sesﬁkile

Sentio

Rudiarius

Prudential

Prescient

OMIG

As part of our regular manager reviews, we ask our investment managers what three things they intend focusing on as a way

1.
2.
3.

36ONE
Governance
1.
Environmental disclosures
2.
Quantification of the ESG into
the relative model to assess
financial impacts
CORONATION
Board structure
Capital allocation
Climate risk

1.
2.

B-BBEE SCORE

Sesfikile

Rudiarius

Nitrogen

professionals per company we invest with.

Ninety One

there are an average of 17 black investment

Mazi

On an asset-weighted (domestic assets) basis,

Laurium

in many companies in future.

Futuregrowth

plan for transforming the decision makers

Coronation

has improved, with a secure succession

Catalyst

the recruitment and training of black analysts

Bateleur

black portfolio managers has increased, and

BLACK OWNERSHIP
100%
89%
*SIM ownership data was not provided
90%
80%
71%
70%
54%
60%
51%
50%
36%
40%
32%
30%
30% 28%
25%
30%
17%
17%
20%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%

Allan Gray

from the graphs above that the number of

36ONE

managers and analysts. There is evidence

WHAT OUR MANAGERS ARE FOCUSING ON
OVER THE NEXT YEAR

2

BATELEUR
Governance(main focus)
Environmental Issues: This is
discussed with companies,
but feel that there is more
focus from an investment
case point of view.
NINETY ONE
Climate change and water
Inequality: report the ratio of
CEO pay to mean employee pay. Engage on fair and
responsible pay and gender-based pay issues

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

3.

PRUDENTIAL
Corporate governance
independence on boards and
2.
subcommittees
3.
2. Environmental management
of water usage
3. Labour management and
safety in labour intensive
industries
BAILLIE GIFFORD
HERMES
1. Prioritisation of long-term
1. Ensuring that our investment
value creation
teams have the appropriate
2. Fair treatment of
tools and information to
stakeholders
integrate ESG with a focus
3. A constructive and
on climate change in their
purposeful board
investment decisions.
4. Long-term focused
2. Advocating for an EU
remuneration with stretching
stewardship code and better
targets
disclosures on ESG practices.
5. Sustainable business
3. Engaging on material ESG
practices
issues with companies and
promoting sustainable
practices within those firms.
Whilst also, exploring ways to
deliver in the UNSDG
SIM
LAURIUM
We have a dual approach to
1. Environmental
companies, whereby analysts
2. Social - key social areas
liaise with executives in order to
in which we engage
gather valuation information;
with companies is Broad
and a Corporate Governance
Based Black Economic
Unit liaises with Boards on
Empowerment (BEE).
governance matters. We do this
3. Governance - governance
so that analysts can focus on
structures, remuneration of
valuations.
the management teams and
independence of the board of
directors.
RESOLUTION
BLACKROCK
1. Engaged with companies
For 2020, BIS articulated
over the last 12 months on
five priorities: board quality,
lack of gender diversity on
environmental risks and
the Board (<30% female
opportunities, corporate
representation)
strategy and capital allocation,
2. Engagement on insufficient
compensation to promote longESG disclosure (partially
termism and human capital
based on GRESB data)
management.
3. Executive remuneration excessive pay compared to
peers vs results
1.

HARRIS
Governance: we believe
robust capital allocation
Disclosure
Long term: we believe the
market is focused too often
on the short term.

1.

1.
2.
3.

MAZI
Governance(main focus)
Environmental
Social Matters

NITROGEN
Corporate Governance
Transparency: requiring
clear concise reporting by
companies on projects/
investments where
companies claim to have a
sustainability objective.
Stakeholder engagement:
sustainable relations within
the entire supply chain
involved in the process
SENTIO
Labour safety
Board diversification
Appropriate skills and
remuneration policy.

ORBIS
Factors that may affect the
sustainability of a company
and the environment in which
it operates are many and
various, and their impact is very
company specific. Consider each
investment on a
case-by-case basis.

1.
2.
3.

SESFIKILE
Environmental (Energy
usage, Water consumtpion,
Waste)
Social (BEE, Gender equality)
Governance (Independence
of boards, Remuneration of
directors, Share issuance and
buybacks)

1.
2.
3.

CATALYST
Governance
Remuneration
Environmental sustainability.

PRESCIENT
Prescient adopts a holistic
and integrative approach to
sustainable investing. Therefore,
we consider environmental, social
and governance issues when
engaging with entities we are
investing in.

STEYN
Corporate governance: The
protection of minority shareholders, capital allocation, corporate
restructures and inadequate
disclosures.

RUDIARIUS
Our focus is on transparent
reporting, what corporates
are dong to improve the
environment and what they are
doing to reduce impact on the
environment.

1.
2.
3.

GINSGLOBAL
Exercise of voting rights coupled 1.
with targeted and value-driven
engagement (Statestreet)
Climate Change: publicly support
the recommendations of the
Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosure (TCFD).
2.
Integration of Sustainabiltiy into
long-term strategy
3.

FUTUREGROWTH
Governance: board
independence
Board diversity &
transformation
Environmental and social
impact on the business and
society

OMIG
Directly engaging company
management and boards
regarding long term
sustainability metrics and
their relationship to company
strategy
Ensuring appropriate
alignment between company
strategy and executive reward
Championing for greater
disclosure of climate change
risk

ALLAN GRAY
Consider a broad range of issues such as: Commitment to good corporate governance and business integrity | Structure and functioning
of the boardInternal controls and risk management | Transparency and disclosure | Treatment and rights of stakeholders | Environmental,
social and business integrity track record | Compliance with relevant laws, standards and Environmental, Health and Safety guidelines |
Effluent, emissions, pollution, energy usage, waste management, land clearance and biodiversity | Health and safety risks and measures
in place | Labour and working conditions Impact on local communities | Ethical considerations | Management plans to improve on
highlighted ESG risks
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to influence sustainability decisions and, consequently, longterm investment outcomes.

ESG AND PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
While ESG factors were most noticeable at a company analysis
and valuation level, we found that there was limited evidence of
ESG factors influencing portfolio construction. Although, we do
concede that a by-product of the ESG focus at a fundamental
analysis level would influence a company’s position size in
a portfolio. Those managers that do explicitly focus on ESG
at a portfolio construction level, use it predominantly as a
risk management tool to monitor their exposure to those
companies that are ‘red flagged’.
Managers with a more quantitative bias towards portfolio
construction also actively monitor their portfolios’ exposure

ESG INTEGRATION
AND ENGAGEMENT

to ESG factors and, in some instances, their carbon footprints.

SOUTH AFRICAN MANAGERS

a higher allocation than the other on the basis that it has

One of our managers also made note of the influence that
ESG considerations could have on the adjustments that can
be made at a portfolio construction level. For example, in
the case of two equally valued companies, one may receive
stronger governance processes and structures.

CURRENT ESG FOCUS

Ultimately, given our preference for managers with a long-term

at a due diligence level when evaluating managers for potential

INCORPORATION OF ESG FACTORS
INTO ANALYSIS, VALUATION AND
PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
PROCESSES.

appointment, and by means of ongoing engagements with

Generally, while there is evidence of ESG integration at all

that ESG issues can have on the long-term sustainability of

existing managers. Our regular manager report-backs provide

feel they can have the most impact. Environmental and social

stages of our managers’ investment processes, the fact that

a company’s earnings and prospects, which makes them

issues can be complex and aren’t usually incorporated in

us with the perfect opportunity to interrogate managers on

most of these managers follow an active, valuation-driven

important when making long-term investment decisions.

proxy votes, which means that these are issues that require

various ESG items, and ESG is a standing agenda item at

process means that ESG integration primarily shows in their
fundamental analysis of companies.

NEGATIVE ESG SCREENING

engagement with companies. The key aspects of governance

these report-back sessions. Managers are able to present any

Testing the levels to which ESG is integrated into investment
managers’ processes has become an increasingly important
part of our manager selection process. This assessment is done

relevant ESG engagements that they may have had during
the course of their business as evidence of ESG integration
into their investment function.
As part of our manager review process, all managers are required

investment philosophy, these managers all see sustainability as
a key consideration when assessing the prospects for a company
and industry. Many of our managers acknowledged the impact

One noticeable difference between the ESG approaches of

Our managers generally bring ESG considerations into their

South African managers, particularly those investing in the

assessment of companies in which they could potentially

local equity market, and global managers is that South African

invest. ESG factors drive the cost of capital and, where a

managers are highly unlikely to employ negative ESG screening

In assessing which particular part of the three-pronged ‘E’,
‘S’ and ‘G’ our managers tend to focus on, it is clear that the
governance aspect is their priority focus area. This is likely due
to the fact that governance is the area where our managers

that our managers tend to focus on include: accounting
practices; the quality of management; board function and
structure; shareholder rights; disclosure and remuneration.
These are aligned to OMMM’s focus areas.

company is found to be lacking in various ESG factors, they

on their investment universe. Given the relatively smaller

to submit responses to an annual corporate governance

THIRD PARTY ESG RESEARCH

are ‘penalised’ for this either through the discount rate, the

investment universe, negative screening with a high degree

questionnaire. In the last year, we added a separate section

Notably, none of our asset managers outsources the role of

required rate of return, or the exit multiples that our managers

of stringency would limit the number of investable companies

to this questionnaire aimed at acquiring insights into their

their ESG research to a third party provider, with all ESG views

demand when assessing companies across their investment

in the South African market and likely exclude some very

being formulated in-house. Where third party providers are

efforts specifically around ESG and transformation. The sections

universe. This handicapping methodology means that a higher

large index constituents, such as certain mining companies.

used, this is to supplement the research that is being done

that follow summarise the findings of this questionnaire with

return is expected from those companies that score poorly

However, many of our managers also acknowledged the

in-house and is used as an independent reference point. The

regards to general trends around ESG integration as observed

on ESG factors. The result is that, all things being equal, those

importance of active ownership that comes as a consequence

local sell-side brokers that were most commonly referred to

amongst the local asset managers that we utilise across our

companies with less than ideal ESG factors will move down a

of not employing negative screening on the investment

by our asset managers for their ESG research were Avior and

range of funds. The findings are further complemented by our

manager’s ranking table, which will affect position size in the

universe. Therefore, our managers prefer to be shareholders

Legae PereSec, who many viewed as industry leaders in the

own observations on this ESG integration when conducting

portfolio or even determine whether an investment is made

in some companies as this affords them the opportunity to

space. Many of our managers also make use of the ESG data

our regular engagements with these managers.

in the first place.

engage with management and other stakeholders in order

supplied by their Bloomberg systems, which includes data
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from Sustainalytics, ISS and the CDP. Some managers also

market by advocating reform that improves protections for

subscribe to ESG data provided by MSCI.

clients. All of these considerations go into the assessment

ESG AND NON-EQUITY ASSET CLASSES

and calculation of the additional credit spread that would be

COMPARISON OF ESG IMPACT BY LARGE
AND SMALLER MANAGERS
In assessing our local managers’ responses to our last annual

In seeking to answer the question of ESG effort in relation to
size, we first looked at whether managers are signatories to the
United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI).

required to compensate for these risks.

questionnaire, an interesting area for further exploration

All seven of our large managers are signatories to UN PRI, while
only four (40%) of our smaller managers are signatories. While

analysing companies on ESG issues. Analysts have to apply

EVOLUTION OF ESG PROCESSES IN THE
LAST THREE YEARS

surfaced. This centred around the question of whether there
is a clear distinction between the ESG efforts of larger asset

many managers subscribe to the principles and recommended

their acumen and judgement, as there will be variances

At this juncture, it is probably worth pointing out that, three

managers and smaller ‘boutique’ managers.

practices of the codes, the onerous reporting and audit

within listed and unlisted debt. Our managers recognise that

years ago, not all our managers were in the same place as

Intuitively, one would expect that the larger asset managers,

companies are at different stages in their business lifecycles

far as ESG processes ago. Some were much further along in

may not be viable for a smaller asset management business.

with greater resources, should be able to allocate more time

and that they have to be realistic with their specific ESG

It should be noted, as well, that one of our smaller managers

their integration of ESG into their business and investment

and effort towards ESG efforts. In assessing this across our

voluntarily delisted from being a UN PRI signatory due to

recommendations and requirements. Fund managers thus

processes than others, which means that the starting points

range of 17 local asset managers, we broke these up into two

governance concerns around PRI itself.

engage with companies to reach a mutually agreed outcome

were not all the same. So, where some managers have taken

groups based on their assets under management (AUM)

that will benefit both parties, with the goal of improving the

large strides from a low baseline, others have made gradual

as at the end of 2019. Managers with an AUM greater than

sustainability of their business.

improvements on an already existing process. What can

R100bn were classified as ‘large’, while those with an AUM of

be said with some degree of certainty, though, is that all

less than R100bn were classified as a ‘smaller’’. Of the 17 local

PRI, various scores are awarded at overall organisational levels,

our managers continue to improve, and their focus on ESG

managers we use across our range, 7 fall within the ‘large

as well as for different modules per asset class capability. The

continues to deepen.

manager’ category and the remaining 10 would be classified

tables below summarise the minimum and maximum ratings

as ‘smaller managers’.

awarded in those assessments, split by manager category.

The fixed income asset class is complex due to the wide variety
of issuers, with there being no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution to

As far as ESG integration goes for non-equity asset classes
such as fixed income, the process followed is largely the same
as that followed for equities in terms of the fundamental
assessment of various issuers. Fixed income-specific ESG focus

Some of the more notable ESG improvements are evident

areas include regulatory capital requirements and the impact

in two areas:

of ESG risks that may affect credit quality, issuer cashflows,

1.

the ability to repay debt and default assumptions. All of these
considerations go into the assessment and calculation of the
additional credit spread that would be required to compensate
for these risks.
An integral part of a fixed income ESG process is credit analysis.
Credit analysts within fixed income teams, are able to negotiate
specific terms in loan agreements, such as requiring borrowers
to report timeously on any material events that could affect
the credit quality of the loan. On these occasions, analysts
engage with the borrowers to ensure that the risk is minimised
as far as possible and, importantly, that long-term, proactive
strategies are devised and implemented to manage the risk
and the impact on future revenues.

The purposeful integration of ESG into the investment
process; and

2. The establishment of dedicated ESG committees and

ESG into their investment processes, some of our managers
have taken notable steps. These include one manager’s
introduction of an assessment of ESG factors per company as a
mandatory requirement of analysts’ research reports. Another
step to a long-established investment process, to ensure that
ESG risks are considered and addressed. Some managers
noted that ESG had been moved up to a key agenda item at
team meetings, while many also noted the improvement in
engagements. The bottom line is that our managers continue

monthly management accounts and attending quarterly

to build on their existing ESG processes.

committees and boards) allows analysts and fund managers
to engage with senior management on any issues of concern.

ratings they were awarded. Under an assessment by the UN

MINIMUM
RATING

Manager 1

A+

A+

7

Manager 2

A+

A

5

Manager 3

A+

A

3

Manager 4

A+

E

1

Manager 5

A

B

0

Manager 6

A

C

Large Managers

Yes

No

-1

LARGE MANAGERS

of various functions within the investment teams dedicated

6

SMALLER
MANAGERS

4

to ESG work. Two of our managers have established ESG
committees within the business, where previously there were
none. Two of our larger asset managers have also permanently
appointed dedicated ESG specialists, whose function it is to

and Investment South Africa (ASISA) and other industry and

support and supplement the work done by the analysts in

public forums, seeks to raise standards in the domestic bond

the investment team.

Manager 7

No Assessment

Smaller Managers

Other notable areas of development involve the establishment

Additionally, collaboration with the Association for Savings
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PRI signatories have been assessed and rated. And, if so, what

example is a manager’s addition of an explicit ESG-specific

involved throughout the term of the loan, often receiving

committee meetings conducted by the company (e.g. lenders’

Next we considered which of those managers that are UN

MAXIMUM
RATING

Looking first at steps taken by our asset managers to integrate

their own record-keeping and reporting processes for ESG

management on an ongoing basis. Participation in various

Question: Is your organisation a signatory
to the UN PRI?

research capabilities.

Managers that are active in the space of unlisted debt stay

meetings where they have the opportunity to engage with

requirements can add significant cost and complexity, which

2

MAXIMUM
RATING

MINIMUM
RATING

Manager 1

B

E

Manager 2

B

B

Manager 3

B

E

0
Yes

No

Manager 4

No Assessment
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It is noted, once again, that some of our large asset managers

For high emitters, such as energy and mining companies, the

are too thinly stretched and potentially unable to fulfil their

appear that our larger asset managers tend to achieve higher

have the resources to employ people in specialist ESG roles.

focus is on reducing emissions and a just transition to other

duties. Some managers have instituted rules regarding how

ratings in UN PRI assessments than the smaller managers do.

In addition, one of the large managers, that currently does

energy forms. Our managers only believe in divesting from

many boards directors can sit on before these managers vote

not have a specialist ESG function within their organisation,

assets where companies demonstrate no intent to mitigate

against their inclusion on another board.

noted in their responses to us that they were currently

their emission risks. This is because such divestment effectively

contemplating the establishment of a dedicated ESG unit

closes the door on further engagement and prevents any

as their process evolves.

potential positive influence in the future. We believe that in

on management, shareholders have started voting against

In assessing who holds responsibility for ESG incorporation,
it was our observation that, across all our managers, much of
the responsibility for ESG incorporation lies with the analysts
that work in the various investment teams. In many instances,
ultimate accountability for ESG incorporation lies with the
Portfolio Managers, Heads of Research or Chief Investment
Officers. There were also a few observations of ESG Committees
that are responsible for ESG incorporation. Overall, there
was strong evidence of ESG incorporation generally being a
collaborative effort including involvement at all levels, from
analysts to CIOs.
In assessing this particular aspect of ESG incorporation, it was
noted that some managers have employed individuals to fill
dedicated ESG specialist roles within the business, meaning
that their primary function within the business is ESG research.
This is broken down by manager category in the graph below.

Does the manager have a specialist ESG
function within the business?

a country that is currently dependent on coal-fired power,

opaque remuneration practices that fail to clearly link variable

We do note, however, that size has not always proven to be a

it is important to engage with companies about reducing

pay to performance targets. This is forcing management to

hindrance to setting up a specialist ESG function. During the

their carbon emissions and seek to understand how they are

engage with shareholders to forge fairer and more transparent

course of our research of our local asset manager universe, we

identifying cleaner alternatives.

bonus structures.

BROADER ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS AND
INVESTMENTS

CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is evidence of a greater understanding amongst out

the importance of integrating ESG into their investment

managers of the importance of assessing broader climate

processes. As multi-managers, we monitor the trends among

change risks within an investment. These risks have thus

our local manager universe and continue to observe a general

As mentioned earlier, most of our managers have historically

been included more clearly in the integration of ESG into the

improvement in our managers’ adoption and integration of

tended to focus mainly on the governance aspect of ESG.

analysis of investments. The risks include, amongst others,

ESG factors into their investment decision-making. While

However, the latest assessment revealed an increased focus

water scarcity, impact on property (due to flooding, storms),

there is still some way to go before these local managers

on climate change factors.

impact on communities, pollution, and taxes.

catch up with global peers in this regard, the trends that we

ACCESSING BETTER CLIMATE CHANGE DATA

Within our fixed income investments we have investments in

One of the key developments has been an increased effort by

renewable energy, thereby actively investing for a cleaner future.

observed that one of the ‘smaller’ managers has employed a
dedicated ESG analyst within their investment team.

PROGRESS MADE IN INTEGRATING
CLIMATE CHANGE RISKS INTO
COMPANY ANALYSIS

managers to access better climate change data to enhance

Large Managers

their understanding of the risks this poses to underlying
investments. There has also been support for resolutions to

10

improve climate-related disclosures. Some of our managers

8

have signed up to global initiatives such as Climate Change

6
4
2

Yes

No

Smaller Managers
10

information on companies’ carbon exposure or climate risks.
Companies themselves are having to understand their own risks
and how to disclose these. Progress has however been made

reduce carbon emissions.

support for global initiatives and calls for improved disclosure.

IMPROVED INTEGRATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL

However, this remains an area where greater traction will be

There has also been improved integration of environmental

gained as disclosure improves and shareholders have a better
sense of their goals in terms reducing emissions.

factors into the research process. Our managers typically

PROGRESS ON FOCUS AREAS

approach the risks of climate change in two ways:

The progress on environmental issues was discussed above and

1.

Seeking to understand the risks this poses to their

transformation is covered in a later section of this document.

investments; and

Other focus areas that require consideration are remuneration

place to reduce and mitigate this risk over time.

6

companies and often there is still limited disclosure and

over the past year in the integration of environmental issues,

2. Engaging companies to encourage them to put plans in

8

On the whole, this is still a new area of engagement with

100+, collaborating with global entities making the effort to

FACTORS

0

While many of the votes on remuneration are non-binding

and board representation.
Managers are using proxy voting to have an influence over

In general, our local asset managers are increasingly appreciating

observe are encouraging.

ESG INTEGRATION AND
ENGAGEMENT –
GLOBAL MANAGERS
In this section we have focused on the managers that exclusively
manage global assets and are not already covered in the section
on local managers. Three of our managers are responsible for
managing both local and global assets.
All our global managers have committed meaningful time and
effort to incorporating ESG into their investment processes,
but depth of integration varies. Two of our managers, Baillie
Gifford and Federated Hermes, have incorporated sustainability
into the way they manage assets for many years and this is
evident in their current approach. Other managers, like Harris,
are more recent adopters of responsible investing.
Responsible investing is dynamic and the bar is continually

Managers are starting to hold companies to account in terms

the construction of boards. Tenure on boards, and with that

of having such plans in place to reduce these risks, and they

independence, is being actively assessed. Managers are voting

rising, which provides an ongoing opportunity for managers to

2

are becoming more focused on monitoring progress as part of

against directors where tenure and independence is potentially

develop their ESG processes. This report compares individual

0

their company engagements. Some require these companies

compromised. So-called over-boardedness – the situation

manager efforts across a variety of factors, acknowledging both

to set out a road map, develop policies and have measurable

where individuals have seats on too many different boards –

the rate of progress and the areas of development where we

and attainable targets.

remains an issue in South Africa. It means these individuals

can motivate for improvement.

4

Yes
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PROGRESS ON FOCUS AREAS
Our focus areas target remuneration, board representation,
transformation, diversity, and the environment.

REMUNERATION
Achieving alignment between company strategy, shareholders
and executive remuneration is a complex task. That said, there
seems to be a consensus view that remuneration should be
long-term focused and have stretched targets. Our managers
are generally happy for executives to be amply rewarded for
out-sized delivery. The converse is also the case. There shouldn’t
be reward for mediocre performance.
One of our managers has developed a model for executive

INCORPORATION OF ESG INTO THE
INVESTMENT PROCESS

remuneration that would drive longer-term behaviour in

The rest of the managers integrate ESG factors into the

This has enabled them to strategically think about factors

investment process by analysing how these factors could

that could impede the long-term generation of growth and

Baillie Gifford and Hermes have an edge in sustainable

impact the intrinsic value of the business. This function of

profits. They have a dedicated sustainability and governance

investing, having many years ago invested in teams that

understanding a company’s ESG risks sits with the analyst and

analyst who assists with specific research in this regard. A

there isn’t typically an in-house research team that supports

governance and sustainability team is responsible for overall

this analysis. Our assessment is that the focus is mainly on

ESG and sustainability research, and this team has grown from

governance factors, while environmental and social issues are

11 to 21 members. All investment team members are trained

gradually being incorporated.

by this governance and sustainability team.

BOARD REPRESENTATION

the investment process. Their strength is that, while they are

Within the property sector, the purpose of screening ranges

The Federated Hermes Emerging Markets team has

A focus on the functioning of a board is a high priority for

research focused, they also remain investment centric, meaning

between identifying companies with insufficient protection

strengthened its process with the appointment of a dedicated

all our managers. There is a growing consensus that boards

that research is done to improve the sustainability of returns.

of minority shareholders or flawed governance structures, to

responsible investment expert from their EOS business to

should be independent and diverse. Some managers are

liaise with their team. They also have a responsible investment

actively targeting gender diversity. With governance seen as a

champion within the team who supports, and advises, on

critical risk, independence is actively monitored and managers

the practical incorporation of their responsible investment

engage, where appropriate, to influence the make-up of the

philosophy into their investment processes.

board and the inclusion of necessary strategic skills and input.

Managers are generally refining their processes, with one

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION (TRANSFORMATION)

manager requiring their analyst to record any discussions on

Global managers generally view diversity and transformation

ESG with company management. The Harris board approved

across a variety of demographics such as race, gender, ethnicity,

their first Responsible Investing Policy in 2017. They have only

county of origin. A few of our managers have strong diversity

recently signed up to the UN PRI and have yet to be assessed.

policies and practical examples of diversity implementation.

Some managers are clearly further down the road in terms of

Some have active diversity plans with clearly defined targets,

developing their thinking around sustainability and responsible

and they monitor inclusion stats at all levels, including female

investing than others.

board representation.

Resolution Capital, one of our property managers, includes

One manager highlights their diversity across ethnicity and

ESG as a key performance metric that is part of the variable

country of origin (as an example of their overall diversity),

risks they focus on the shareholder structure, the risk of abuse

ESG PROCESS IMPROVEMENT OVER
THE LAST THREE YEARS

remuneration of the investment team. This has led to a

yet has a weak record of gender diversity. We believe broad

of minorities’ rights, the relationship with stakeholders and

Baillie Gifford included a 4th pillar in their investment process

materially increased depth of knowledge within the team,

diversity, including gender diversity, is important and have

the long-term sustainability of the business model.

in 2018, which focused on the question: “Is it sustainable?”

as well as investment in ESG-related data and information.

raised this with the manager.

focus on governance and sustainability research. These teams
perform dedicated research into broad factors impacting
companies, understanding company and industry ESG risks,
engaging with companies and then feeding this back into

For Baillie Gifford, the aim of this work is to better understand

finding companies that screen well on environmental buildings.
Environmental or “green” assets have more sustainable income

the businesses in which they tend to invest for the long term.

streams, and this is incorporated into analysis and research.

Factors that will materially impact the long-term sustainability

General governance, such as integrity of management, efficacy

of a business are incorporated into the investment case.

of boards and adherence to transparency and honesty are

Federated Hermes’ ESG research is supported by their in-house

also included in the analysis.

research team, EOS. This team focuses its research on the

While all our managers engage with companies, there is one

major themes it aims to tackle. They currently have 12 themes,

manager who believes that there are limits to their ability to

which are reviewed annually. Federated Hermes believe there

influence a company outside of financial outcomes. This is in

is a significant correlation between governance and returns,

contrast to some of our other managers who engage in the

particularly in emerging markets. They do a quantitative

firm belief that they can have a positive influence on investor

assessment of ESG risks, which is scored, both to understand the

outcomes while also supporting management in taking a

relative risk and to assess whether this is improving over time.
The emerging markets team conducts its own ESG research
at a stock and country level. In understanding company ESG
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longer-term approach to managing risks. We have started
engaging with this team regarding their ESG approach.

management decisions. It involves management owning
five- to six times their annual salary in shares, with this vesting
only after they have vacated their position. This incentive is
aimed at ensuring that all decisions made are to the benefit
of shareholders in the long term. They engage with boards
and remuneration bodies in promoting this stance.
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PROGRESS MADE IN INTEGRATING CLIMATE

Within the property sector, reducing carbon emissions is

CHANGE RISKS INTO COMPANY ANALYSIS

seen as essential in driving down operational costs and, at the

Managers have a firm view that climate change will impact

same time, increasing property prices. The main constraints

on investments over the long term, so this is an important

are currently limited and inconsistent data across companies,

consideration in the management of funds. In the case of Baillie

regions and sectors. Our managers are thus advocating for

Gifford, they have stated that, whilst their initial efforts were

better disclosure in order to ensure improved management

focused on carbon intensive companies and companies with

of their climate risk exposure and understand opportunities

non-disclosure, their focus is shifting to incorporating future

that could arise from better management of these risks.

risks and opportunities in this area. They prefer companies

Resolution Capital also focuses on tracking an improvement

that are resilient, adaptable and innovative and are viewing

in companies’ environmental ratings.

companies’ responses to climate change through this lens.
Alongside this, they aim to understand how companies intend
to respond to potentially material challenges in this regard, and

CONCLUDING REMARKS
managers have made over the last year. Most have a

meeting these challenges. This includes carbon emitters who

commendable commitment to sustainable investing.

have a clear plan for reducing emissions over time.

While the integration of ESG into the investment

Hermes uses an ESG dashboard to qualitatively assess a
company’s climate change risks. This includes: analysis of how
sustainably the company operates (with robust policies and
procedures in place); their carbon exposure; any controversial
business practices; how the company positions itself on the
issue of climate change; alignment with the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (to identify how forward thinking the

INVESTING FOR
IMPACT IN OUR FIXED
INCOME PORTFOLIOS

On average, we are pleased with the progress our

commit to support companies in having a long-term focus in

process initially had a focus on managing risk, and
hence sustainability on the basis of managing this risk,
the approach is evolving. Some investors now consider
a thorough understanding of ESG factors to be an
effective lens through which to differentiate between
companies that are forward thinking and innovative
and those that aren’t managing these risks.

In December 2015, we placed a portion of the fixed income

DEVELOPMENTAL IMPACT

allocation within our institutional range into the Futuregrowth

The fund actively invests in all nine provinces of South Africa
and has sector exposure across telecommunication, renewable

company is); and the level of disclosure. This score helps them

Environmental factors are gaining more traction as

Infrastructure and Development Bond Fund (IDBF). The fund

assess if a company has a proactive, risk-based approach. These

the real risk of climate change becomes more evident.

provides investors with commercial returns while delivering

energy, roads, and healthcare and water infrastructure.

factors do not necessarily impact the immediate investment

Investors are collaborating, via various industry initiatives,

a tangible social and developmental impact.

Additionally, it has exposure across various developmental

case, but highlight the company’s commitment to assessing

to raise the bar on dealing with emissions. There is much

long-term issues regarding sustainability.

to be done and there will hopefully be more progress
over the coming year.

For most managers, the focus remains on the more obvious
environmental risks, such as carbon emitters. Where deemed
necessary, managers will engage with companies to improve
mitigation of these risks. The risks are also incorporated
into the investment thesis. Not all managers are thinking
ahead to how innovation in respect of climate change could

In South Africa, the primary development focus is around the
provision of basic services and infrastructure development
to disadvantaged communities. The infrastructure and

Our intention is not just to monitor the integration of

development fund plays an integral part in infrastructure

ESG into the investment process, but also the rate of

funding and funds various initiatives in the infrastructure and

progress in terms of its effective implementation. We

developmental space, gaining exposure to sectors such as

also actively engage with our managers where we see

power, transport-corridors, healthcare, transport, education,

room for improvement.

SMME development and affordable housing.

positively impact the companies they invest in. The view is that

In order to achieve sustainable, long-term benchmark-

these factors aren’t within the investment horizon. Climate

beating performance, the fund manager applies a responsible

impacts are generally difficult to fully quantify, given that their

investment filter when screening and analysing new investments

consequences are only evident far in the future. As a result,

in this developmental fund, which recognises all the risks,

these consequences are not always completely factored into

including non-financial, such as environmental, social and

an investment view.

governance (ESG) risks.
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sectors, namely, affordable housing, agriculture and access
to finance. The table below indicates the capital allocation
(exposure) to the sectors mentioned above:

SOCIAL IMPACT SECTORS
Infrastructure development and services

EXPOSURE
50.3%

Low income and affordable housing

9.1%

Other infrastructure

1.9%

SMME development

4.4%

Agricultural development and land ownership

0.6%

Consumer and Business access to finance

0.2%
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The fund has geographical diversity across South Africa with

Measure, which assesses childhood development and

over 60% exposure to assets with a national footprint. A total

school readiness across several key domains. This is a

of 23% of the fund is invested in deals that have high social

true outcome measure, which is intended to assess, in a

impact. These allocations have a long-term, substantial effect

rigorous and holistic way, each child’s readiness for Grade R.

on livelihoods across a large geographic area. A further 56%
is invested in medium-term impact investments where the
impact is more moderate.

3. Lower LSM areas targeted for fibre - A transaction funded
via the IDBF will enable deeper broadband penetration for
consumers across towns in the previously disadvantaged

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

areas of South Africa. In June 2019 Vumatel started rolling

Some examples of the social impact delivered by the IDBF

out fibre in Mitchells Plain, and, by November 2019, uptake

are as follows:

had far exceeded expectations. The company worked

1.

Western Cape ECD programme - The fund has exposure

closely with the local community in developing the project

to a programme which caters for early childhood

(known as Mitchells Fibre) and has contracted residents

development (ECD). This is intended to equip around

(many of them unemployed) to sell the solution to the

2 000 children in the under-resourced and low-income

community.

Delft and Atlantis communities in the Western Cape,
with appropriate language, motor, cognitive and socioemotional skills, in preparation for enrolment in Grade
R. ECD is recognised as one of the key mechanisms for
breaking the intergenerational cycle of poverty in South
Africa. Overwhelming scientific evidence confirms the
tremendous importance of the early years for human
development and the need for investment into resources
to support and promote optimal child development from
conception. The intention is to replicate the model across
the Western Cape, and then nationally and then have it
applied by the government to other social interventions.

4. Cookhouse Wind Farm - Located near the town of
Cookhouse in the Eastern Cape, Cookhouse Wind Farm
is contracted to produce clean, renewable energy under
a 20-year power purchase agreement with Eskom. Over
340 000 MWh of clean, renewable electricity is generated
per year. This comprises 66 wind turbines that are
80 metres tall with an installed capacity of 138.6 MW. The
farm produces enough green electricity to supply
approximately 94 000 low-incomehomes and avoids
approximately 384 000 tonnes of carbon emissions each
year compared to traditional fossil fuel power plants.

This will create opportunities for blending public and private

The project has also positively impacted the community

capital, and crowding-in new funding to underfunded

as follows:

programmes.

1.

R3.8 million invested in community education in 2019

2.

2 200 children, 700 parents and 126 educators and

2. The Foundation for Community Work (FWC)’s Family in
Focus Programme – The programme focuses on the needs
of pre-school age children and their families who live in
environments characterised by poverty, unemployment,
crime and violence. The focus is on the family as the primary

PROXY VOTING
AND UN PRI
REPRESENTATION

principals have directly benefited
3.

Supported 28 ECD centres in four beneficiary towns

4.

R999 500 invested into community healthcare in 2019

5.

Since June 2018, 46 farms have received healthcare
services with 2 235 patients treated

OMMM outsources the voting of proxies to its managers. In
accordance with our active ownership we also expect our
managers to engage with company management regarding

source of care for these young children. The Family in Focus

ESG and sustainability issues.

Programme is based on a partnership approach with

We believe our managers have a better understanding of the

local communities. In consultation with the community,

ESG issues of a company, as this is part of their investment

people are identified to be trained as home visitors. Each

process. We thus don’t have our own proxy voting policy,

home visitor is responsible for working with at least seven

but rely on managers to implement their own proxy voting

families per day, and will spend at least 30 minutes with

policies. In our annual corporate governance review, we check

a family or a cluster of families at a time. The key impact

that each of our managers has such a proxy voting policy and

goal of the programme is the Early Learning Outcome

determine how often this is updated.
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTING REPORT 2019
Our managers are required to report on their proxy voting
records on a quarterly basis.

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING REPORT 2019
UN PRI SIGNATORIES AND SCORING
FOR LOCAL AND GLOBAL MANAGERS
On an asset weighted basis, 95% of our funds are managed

MANAGER

PROXY
VOTING POLICY
UNPRI
POLICY REVIEWED SIGNATORIES DOMICILE

Baillie Gifford

Yes

Annualy

Yes

Global

BlackRock

Yes

Ad-Hoc

Yes

Global

Federated
Hermes

Yes

Annually

Yes

Global

GinsGlobal

Yes

Annually

Yes

Global

Harris

Yes

Annually

Yes

Global

Orbis

Yes

Ad-Hoc

Yes

Global

Resolution

Yes

Annualy

Yes

Global

36One

Yes

Ad-Hoc

Yes

Local

Allan Gray

Yes

Ad-Hoc

Yes

Local

Bateleur

Yes

No Answer
Provided

No

Local

Futuregrowth

Yes

Annually/
Ad-Hoc

Yes

Local

Laurium

Yes

Ad-Hoc

Yes

Local

Mazi

Yes

SemiAnnually/
Ad-Hoc

Yes

Local

Nitrogen

Yes

Annually

No

Local

OMIG

Yes

Annually

Yes

Local

Prescient

Yes

Quarterly

Yes

Local

Prudential

Yes

Annually

Yes

Local

Rudiarius

Yes

Ad-Hoc

No

Africa

Sentio

Yes

SemiAnnually

No

Local

Sesfikile

Yes

Annually

No

Local

SIM

Yes

Every Two
Months

Yes

Local

Steyn

Yes

Quarterly/
Adhoc

No

Local

Catalyst

Yes

Ad-Hoc

No

Local &
Global

Coronation

Yes

Annually

Yes

Local &
Global

Ninety One

Yes

Every Two
Years

Yes

Local &
Global
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in line with the UN PRI principles. Our managers have also
scored an average A rating across the various categories.
TOTAL MANAGERS

25

%

Total Signatories

18

72%

Not

7

28%

TOTAL LOCAL MANAGERS
(INCL AFRICA)

18

Local Signatories

11

61%

Not

7

39%

TOTAL GLOBAL MANAGERS
(SOME DUPLICATES WITH
LOCAL)

10

Global Signatories

9

90%

Not

1

10%

ASSETS WITH UNPRI SIGNATORIES (WEIGHTED)
Total Signatories

95%

Not

5%

WEIGHTED SCORE

Strategy &
Governance

A

WEIGHTED SCORE

Listed Equity:
Incorporation

A

WEIGHTED SCORE

Listed Equity:
Active Ownership

A
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CONTACTS

MONENE WATSON

KUMBU KUBHEKA

CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER

CLIENT RELATIONSHIP MANAGER

Telephone: 021 524 4801

Telephone: 011 217 1256

Cellphone: 083 407 3686

Cellphone: 079 520 4545

email: Monene.Watson@ommm.co.za

email: kkubheka@oldmutual.com

Old Mutual Multi-Managers is a division of Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited. A licensed FSP,
Discretionary Investment Manager and Life Insurer.

